Artificial Intelligence
Cybersecurity – challenges for political Switzerland

State of the art

Recommendations

The terms machine learning and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) cover a broad field originating from
statistics and operations research. At its core, AI is a
method for predicting outcomes from sets of data. It
does this by creating models that automatically infer
patterns in the data and use those patterns to make
decisions. AI is quickly becoming a critical technology
for the digital society and industry. We increasingly
depend on AI’s ability to learn from past experiences,
to reason, to discover meaning, or classify complex
data to make critical decisions, and to automate
processes and decision making.
AI pervasiveness gives rise to «Adversarial Artificial
intelligence (AAI)» where attackers (A) exploit AI to
craft attacks to compromise AI models in use, and (B)
use AI to scale and automate elements of attacks that
previously were simply impossible (DeepFakes) or
relied heavily on manual processes.
AAI causes machine learning models to
misinterpret inputs and behave in a way that’s
favourable to the attacker. To compromise a models’
behaviour, attackers create «adversarial examples /
data» that often resemble normal inputs, but instead
break the model’s performance. AI models then misclassify adversarial examples to output incorrect
answers with high confidence.

1. Organizations need to include their AI models
and AI driven automation and decision making
in their risk assessment.
2. Build an understanding of where adapting AAI
driven threats will challenge current postures
and where to focus limited resources.
3. Include testing and assessment of robustness of
AI models in decision making.
4. Government, business and education systems
need to ensure that they have and develop the
requisite skills base and talent pipeline.
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Challenges
Cheap computational power and abundance of
collected data have allowed modellers and attackers
to develop increasingly complex AI models at low
cost. As the accuracy and complexity of AI models
continued to grow, many behaviours they capture
defy any comprehensive human understanding. Most
of these AI models have become black boxes. If an
attacker can determine a particular behaviour in an AI
model that is unknown to its developers, they can
exploit that behaviour for potential gain.
Several AI models, including state-of-the-art neural
networks, are vulnerable to adversarial examples.
That is, these models misclassify examples that are
only slightly different (imperceptibly different for
humans) from correctly classified examples.
The vulnerability to AAI becomes one of the major
risks for applying AI in safety or security critical
environments. Attacks against core technologies like

computer vision, optical character recognition (OCS),
natural language processing (NLP), voice and video
(DeepFakes), and malware detection have already
been demonstrated.
AAI threat examples include:
1. Face-swapping in videos using machinelearning algorithms. Deep-fake services are already
offered online for a few dollars.
2. Image recognition/classification in the
autonomous driving domain, e.g. mis-interpretation
of street signs or obstacles.
3. Manipulation of text recognition in automated
document or payment processing service lines.
4. Ability to learn and industrialize bypassing of AI
driven fraud detection and control mechanisms.
5. Malicious biasing of AI models to favour or
miscredit certain groups.

Need for action
AAI targets areas of the attack surface we never
previously secured, the AI models themselves.
Organizations need to include their AI models and AI
driven automation and decision making in their risk
assessment. Defending against AAI encompasses
proactive and reactive strategies. Proactive strategies
make AI models more robust against adversarial
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examples while reactive strategies aim to detect
adversarial examples when the AI model is in use.
We need to appreciate and develop an
understanding of this new and evolving threat
environment and increasingly challenge processes
driven by automated AI decision making.
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